DOES THE INCONVENIENCE OF YOUR MANUAL REEL KEEP YOU FROM USING YOUR SOLAR BLANKET?

In many parts of the country where the average pool season lasts 4-5 months, the pool owner may see an energy cost decrease of up to 75%. This benefit alone makes Pool Boy® a great investment for any pool owner. The first years energy cost savings is often greater than the cost of the Pool Boy® system. According to the US Department of Energy the benefits of consistent use of a pool cover are:

- Pool owners may see an energy cost decrease of up to 75%.
- Conserve water by reducing the amount of make-up water needed by 30%-50%
- Reduce the pool’s chemical consumption by 35%-60%.
- Reduce cleaning time by keeping dirt and other debris out of the pool.

THE REMOTE CONTROL MAKES IT EASY TO OPERATE!

At the heart of the Pool Boy® design is the remote operating system. The system features a low voltage transformer that is designed to meet NEC article 680. The remote control is completely waterproof and floats.

VIEW OUR DEMONSTRATION VIDEO AT: WWW.POOLBOYPRODUCTS.COM
Pool Boy® This system includes the reel system with adjustable stands, stand covers, transformer, remote control, tube kit (fits up to 20’ wide pool), and a tether kit.

Pool Boy® II This compact version performs the same as the Original Pool Boy® without the added expense of the larger adjustable stands and stand covers. This system includes the reel system, transformer, remote control, tube kit (fits up to 20’ wide pool), and a tether kit.

- REMOTE CONTROLLED
- OPTIONAL ADJUSTABLE ROLLER HEIGHT
- EASY INSTALLATION, PLUGS INTO A 115 VAC GFCI PROTECTED OUTLET
- USE YOUR EXISTING SOLAR BLANKET
- LISTED BY CSA INTERNATIONAL AS CERTIFIED
- ONE YEAR WARRANTY
- MANUAL OVERRIDE CAPABILITIES